Skandviking
—a product that links Scandinavia and Central Europe
NTR’s own block trains run on a fixed timetable several
times a week on a southbound trip from Scandinavia to
Austria, with an option for further transport to several
final destinations.
NTR’s combination of block trains and the extensive
Swedish network of 360 locations generates efficient and
secure international single wagon transports.

NTR has a well-established network and offers:
Partners in Europe
Customs processing
Transshipment facilities
Terminal handling
Transport in Sweden and in Europe
Systematized information management
Eco-efficient transports
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How does Skandviking work?
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Traffic south from Sweden
We assemble the trains in Ystad/Swinoujscie and from where the
trains are forwarded to Vienna in Austria with a lead time of
48 hours. NTR together with its partners, make it possible for
your goods to reach other nearby countries.
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We send large volumes with forest products and steel.
Most types of goods can be dispatched with few exceptions as
for example dangerous goods and extra ordinary transports.

Can we help you?
Are you interested in Skandviking and want to know how NTR
can help you with your deliveries to Austria and Central Europe?
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Please contact Ronny Hansson for more details
+46(0)10-455 40 77 | ronny.hansson@greencargo.com

www.greencargo.com

Green Cargo

— a more reliable freight carrier
Best solutions for handling large and challenging freight cargo flows
Delivery within 24 hours to the most destinations in Sweden
Committed customer teams for more reliable transport solutions

This is Green Cargo

Customer-driven approach

Green Cargo is the most punctual rail freight carrier in Sweden
We have an on-time performance within the hour of approximately 95
percent. According to the Swedish Transport Administration’s statistics,
our rail punctuality is about 19 percentage points higher than the average for our six largest competitors.

We have dedicated customer teams
Customer teams safeguard and develop the transport solution of each
customer.

We serve 360 locations
Our network covers Sweden and the main destinations in Norway. If
the tracks do not continue for the last mile, we solve this through our
partnership with 200 trucking companies.
We carry most items
We carry steel, paper, chemical products, industrial and automotive
products as well as furniture and food and just about anything that fits
into a wagon, container or a trailer. Our network is developed to meet
our customers’ needs and we handle both small and large logistic flows.

We have both local and international knowledge through our
excellent logistic specialists
With their excellent knowledge of Swedish and European railways, our
logistics specialists can develop new innovative solutions as well as
enhance current solutions.
We challenge growing costs in dialogue with our customers:
n If required we can search for a less expensive wagon type—within our
wagon population or via our business partners, such as DB Schenker
Rail or PKP.
n We can develop shunting arrangements that require fewer resources,
e.g. by decreasing frequencies for shunting in and out.
n In some cases we can offer wagons for long term hire.

We reach the rest of Europe through our partners
We have partnerships in place with rail companies, road carriers and
freight forwarders across Europe. Our most important business partners are DB Schenker Rail (Germany), RCA (Austria), PKP/Trade Trans
(Poland), SNCB (Belgium), Tren Italia (Italy) and SNCF (France).

Let us take a look at all your logistics needs
We would be happy to make suggestions for alternative solutions that
can increase your efficiency and productivity.

Safe and environmentally best

We are a reliable carrier

We are at the forefront when it comes to safety
All our operational personnel are trained and safety re-certified each
year. Our accident costs have been reduced by more than 50 percent
since 2003.

Always ready to support
We have extra locomotives and skilled staff nationwide. You can always
reach Green Cargo—our traffic control is operational around the clock,
365 days a year.

Our loading instructors will help you
Safety when loading and securing proper load tie-down are priorities.

We have the resources
With more than 450 locomotives and 6,000 wagons at our disposal and
the option to lease more we can meet any need.

We investigate and improve
If anything goes wrong, our nationwide “fact-finders” are ready around
the clock to start the investigation.
We are a “Bra Miljöval” (Good Environmental Choice)
We are the only nationwide approved as a Bra Miljöval (Good
Environmental Choice)—freight carrier, by the Swedish Society for
Nature Conservation. Our customers are the pacesetters.

Our customers can depend on us in the future too
We are investing SEK 2.2 billion in modernizing our locomotive fleet,
and SEK 500 million in IT support, wagons and other resources.
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We are owned by the Swedish State
The Swedish State provides stability and long-term ownership.

www.greencargo.com

